I. INTRODUCTION
This paper considers a large number of mobile stations which are interconnected by a wireless network. The main feature of the multihop wireless network that differentiate it from the traditional cellular network is the infrastructure less networking i.e. each node in such wireless network can operate without any wired infrastructure or any centralized access point.
Mobile Adhoc Network (MANET) is a wireless network with dynamic topology. In MANET each node is free to move randomly. In mobile adhoc network each node is considered to be equal to other nodes. Each node is capable of transferring the data between the arbitrary source and destination. Thus, each node in MANET can act as a source or destination or router.
The next generation of applications running on the wireless networks should carry diverse multimedia applications such as video, audio and data etc. Thus, it is imperative that MANET provides quality of service (QoS) pertaining to bandwidth and delay sensitive applications. Routing and enabling QoS in MANET becomes extremely challenging especially because of its inherent dynamic nature coupled with constraints like limited bandwidth, limited battery power, etc. In this paper, we are providing a new Cluster Based QoS Routing Protocol for MANET, which not only deals with the bandwidth requirement over the wireless network but also takes care regarding the stale routes, storage overheads and limited battery power. 
II. RELATED WORK
According to the United Nations Consultative Committee for International Telephony and Telegraphy (CCITT) QoS is: "The collective set of service performance which determines the degree of satisfaction of a user of the service".
With the increase in technological advancement in the area of wireless network, it becomes mandatory to consider the QoS factors in the routing protocols. To support QoS, information regarding various QoS factors such as delay, bandwidth, cost, loss rate, and error rate in the network should be available and manageable. However, getting and managing these in MANETs is very difficult because of the resource limitations and the complexity associated with the mobility of hosts. The conventional protocols like link-state protocols are not suitable for the multihop wireless network as they require that each node has the information about whole of the network which is not possible for large networks. On-demand routing protocols also need flooding of data which will increase the communication overhead.
In order to provide quality of service in the adhoc network the following models have been proposed: 1) Integrated Services (IntServ) [1] 2) Differentiated Services(DiffServ) [2] 3) Ad-Hoc QoS on-demand routing (AQOR) [3] 4) Dynamic Source Routing RSVP (DSRRSVP) [4] In multihop wireless network the aggregation of several nodes in the form of a cluster ( Fig. 1 ) with a cluster head [9] will provide a better way for routing as well as for the QoS provision over the network. Each node in the cluster will communicate with the help of cluster head. As Cluster head contains all the information about each node with in the cluster like available bandwidth, delay on the nodes etc. Thus, there is no need of maintaining large tables by each node which in turn reduces the storage overhead, saves the battery power.
III. TERMINOLOGY FOR CBQR
MN: Mobile Node R: Required Bandwidth, it signifies the minimum bandwidth required by a MN to transmit the data.
AB: Overall Available Bandwidth at any node say MNi is initially set to its maximum limit say X. However, when ever a node MNi requires a percentage of bandwidth for transmission, it reserve it using 'R' parameter and AB is set to ABi = ABi -R AB: Available Bandwidth, When the data packet is sent to the destination or intermediate node it will reserve the bandwidth required by it, the maximum available bandwidth now is Min(Overall_Avail_Bandwidth i, Overall_Avail_Bandwidth j) DPH: Data Packet header (Fig. 2) , use for the transmission of data between mobile nodes. 
IV. CLUSTER BASED QOS ROUTING PROTOCOL FOR MANET
CBQR is an algorithm which is based on the fact that nodes are aggregated in the form of clusters with the help of least cluster change(LCC) algorithm. At start the cluster head will be selected on the bases of lowest cluster-id to create a cluster and then the cluster head will be changed only under two conditions: a) When two clusterheads comes within the same cluster or b) if a node get disconnected from the other cluster.
Each node in the cluster maintains a table called as  member_table (table 1) containing the address of neighbouring node. This table is maintained in the decreasing order of their distance from this particular node. Each node also stores the address of the clusterhead.
Clusterhead also maintains member_table as well as it also maintains a gateway_table which stores the address of gateway nodes in the decreasing order of distance from the centerhead node. This gateway_table stores address as well as the available bandwidth of the gateway nodes.
Whenever a node generates a request to transfer the data to a particular node, it checks the destination node address in its member_table. If the matching node is found in the member_table, packet is transferred to that node. If no match is found, then the data packet will be sent to clusterhead. Clusterhead will again check for the match in its member_table. If no match is found, clusterhead will check for the node in the gateway_node table at which the required bandwidth is available. The data packet is sent to the node at which the required bandwidth is available. The node address will be copied to List_of_Visited_Nodes field of data packet header. This field will help in the prevention of loops. Using this field, same data packet will not be sent to a particular node more than once. Reduce the available bandwidth of the gateway node. This process will continue till the destination node is reached or if the count of visited nodes get increased than the count in TTL (Time to live) field. If this count becomes more than TTL the data packet is dropped and a message is sent to source node.
The whole process of route finding is divided into the following phases: 1) Check for the availability of destination node in the member_table. If destination node is available in the vicinity then send the data packet to the destination node. 2) If no match is found in member_table then move the data packet to clusterhead. 3) Check for the availability in the member_table of clusterhead. Again, if match found then send the data packet to the destination node. 4) If no match is found then check for the gateway node at which the required bandwidth is available in the gateway table. If a node with required bandwidth is found, set available bandwidth = available bandwidth-required bandwidth. Add the address of gateway node to the list of visited nodes and send the data packet to the gateway node. 5) Now gateway node will again check for the destination node in the member table and the process of finding the destination node will repeat from step 1 to step 5 till the destination node is reached or no of visited nodes reaches time_to_live 
Algorithm for finding a node in the member_table

V. ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSION
Dynamic and unpredictable topology, limited bandwidth, limited resources in terms of battery and storing capacity are the major characteristics of MANET, and with the increase popularity of the mobile applications, it has become very important to provide quality in terms of bandwidth and delay.
A brief comparison of various QoS based routing protocol is given below: CBQR is a table driven routing protocol has handled the core issues of QoS parameter i.e. bandwidth efficiently. CBQR make use of clusterhead which reduce the requirement of storage space in the member nodes in cluster. Each member node does not required to maintain the information regarding whole of the network, rather they require just storing the information about nodes in the vicinity plus information regarding the clusterhead. It also reduces the bandwidth consumption over the network as the initial data communication is between the clusterhead and gateway node. If destination node is associated with clusterhead then the data packet is forwarded to that node otherwise it is forwarded to the next clusterhead through gateway node. This also reduces the delay in hop to hop transfer of data packet. The CBQR thus provides the reduction in data processing, saves the battery backup, reduces the delay in transmission of data packet, and avoid loops.
